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Support needed for the Society’s new project
How do we minister in a rapidly changing
times? That is a question for Christians of all
traditions and all over the world, and particularly for people just starting out in ministry,
ordained or lay, and for students preparing
for ministry in the Church.

very supportive, and the Community’s Conference Manager is helping us to keep the
actual cost of the conference down to just
£265 per person. But even that may be beyond the means of many students, especially
those travelling from abroad.

As a member of our Society you value the
insights and understandings of the faith that
your own tradition has taught you. But you
also appreciate the insights and resources you
have gained from other traditions. However,
all too often people preparing for ministry
today are unaware of the possibilities opening
up to them through agreements like Meissen
and Porvoo, and the many other ecumenical
relationships springing up around the world.

So will you sponsor the event so that our
Society can bring students and new ministers
together to work, to make friends and to
begin networking across the Christian traditions, something that will enormously benefit
the wider church in years to come. Please
make a donation, and please ask your congregation, or the organisations to which you
belong, to consider supporting us too.

Our Society has members in many countries,
all facing up to challenges to Christian ministry in a variety of creative ways. We would
like to bring theological students and people
new to ministry together so that they can
learn from each other and begin to recognise
the range of resources and support available
to them from Christian traditions other than
their own. That’s the aim of next September’s conference at Mirfield in England.
Canadian Lutheran
appointed Dean of
Anglican Diocese
page 3
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There’s more about the conference inside
and on the website. Please pray about it and
help if you can. If you have a UK bank account please send a cheque to our treasurer,
Erich Rust, 11 Little Grove, Bushey, Herts
WD23 3BG. Otherwise please use the PayPal
button on the website marking your donation
‘Mirfield’. If you are a UK tax payer don’t
forget Gift Aid!

This is a new venture. Like all initiatives it
involves a degree of risk. It will be quite
costly. But we believe it will be worth it.

WE NEED YOUR HELP
Ecclesiology and
Missiology in
Contemporary
Europe
pages 8-9
Much ado about
Mirfield
pages 1,3 & 10
And much more…

Most theological students, and people new to
ministry, do not have funds to spend on conferences. Yet they are at the very stage in
their lives when a conference like this might
serve them well. To be truly effective we
shall need to attract participants from places
like Africa and India, from across Europe and
North America, as well as from the UK. For
them, travel costs will be a significant factor.
So we have to offer the conference at a cost
students can afford.
The College of the Resurrection at Mirfield is

The door to the College of the Resurrection, Mirfield.
Will you help to open it for an overseas student?
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NORWEGIAN DEAD REMEMBERED IN
SOUTHWARK
Jacob Frode Knudsen, our National Coordinator in Norway,
describes a very moving occasion
Quite a few members of the Norwegian community living in London came,
and we were honoured that some very
good friends also took the time to
spend a Friday morning in church, so
that together we numbered about four
hundred. .

Southwark Cathedral held a memorial
service on 23rd September after the
atrocities in Norway in July. It can
hardly have escaped anyone that terror
and death came to Norway on a rainy
day this summer.
A lone gunman first set up an extremely powerful bomb outside the main
government buildings in Oslo, and then
went on a killing spree on Utøya Island,
where youths from the Labour party
had their annual summer camp. In
many ways this was our 7/7 – unexpectedly, terror came also to our
peaceful nation in a corner of the
world.
The service was initiated by The Norwegian Church in London; they felt
that they did not have room enough
for a service of that scale. So it was
natural to turn to good friends and
neighbours in the Church of England.

The acting Dean of Southwark, Fr Andrew Nunn, greeted the congregation
and then the Deputy Mayor of London
read a greeting from the Mayor, Boris
Johnson, who emphasized the close
relations between England and Norway.
The Deputy Mayor, Richard
Barnes, then surprised us all by reading
from Romans chapter 8 in Norwegian.
We were quite astounded!
There was also a tribute by the Norwegian Ambassador, Kim Traavik, and
by the local Member of Parliament, the
Right Honourable Simon Hughes who,
in an excellent way, summed up the
more than 1000 years relationship between our two countries and also remembered all those who lost their lives
that awful Friday in July.
The act of commemoration consisted
of all the 77 names being read, and
then we really understood how many
lives were lost, and mainly young lives.
After all the names had been read,
there was a procession by young people from the Norwegian School in London and from Southwark’s Cathedral

School. They all carried one candle
while a Norwegian singer sang a song
that has almost been a hallmark since
the July atrocities: “To the Youth!”
There was also a song performed by a
young English man who had lost his
cousin in Norway, and who originally
had composed the song for his funeral.
This day it was dedicated to all the
victims.
The homily was given by the Rt Rev
Helga Haugland Byfuglien, the newly
elected Presiding Bishop in Norway.
She read from St Paul’s first letter to
the Corinthians about “faith, hope and
love” and stressed that the strongest
power was love!
We were lead in prayers by the Lutheran Bishop in England, the Rt Rev
Jana Jeruma-Grinberga and the Rector
of the Norwegian Church in London,
Fr Torbjørn Holt. The closing hymn
was “Thine be the glory, risen, conquering Son” – the Norwegian lyrics
are as follows: “Deg være ære, Herre
over dødens makt!”
The Bishop of
Southwark, the Rt Rev Christopher
Chessun, gave the blessing before the
choir sang “Ave maris stella” by the
Norwegian composer, Edvard Grieg.
The people were then invited to Rotherhithe for coffee and waffles – a trademark of the Norwegian Church
Abroad!

NEW DEAN FOR NORDIC BALTIC
ANGLICAN SYNOD
The Nordic Baltic Deanery of the Anglican Diocese in Europe held a meeting of its Synod in Kungälv, near
Gothenburg, Sweden from 30 September to 2 October. It was attended by
clergy and laity from congregations in
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland,
Estonia and Latvia.
During evening prayer on 30th September the Revd Barbara Moss was
commissioned by the Rt Rev David

Hammid (suffragan bishop) as Area
Dean, to serve for the next three
years. Barbara is chaplain of St Andrew's, Gothenburg, and chaplain to
English-speaking staff and students at
the University of Gothenburg.
Together with her counterpart from
the German Deanery, the Revd Canon
Christopher Jage-Bowler, she will assist the Archdeacon of Germany and
Northern Europe, the Venerable Jona-

than Lloyd, in
the oversight
and pastoral
care of of the
clergy
and
congregations in
their respective areas.
There are about 30 congregations and
worship centres in the Nordic Baltic
Deanery, which stretches from Iceland
to Estonia.
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CANADIAN LUTHERAN PASTOR APPOINTED
DEAN OF ANGLICAN CATHEDRAL
St John's Anglican Cathedral in Winnipeg in the Diocese of Rupert’s Land,
Canada, is perhaps about to make history. In January 2012 the Rev Paul N
Johnson, an ordained minister in the
Evangelical Lutheran Church in Canada,
will become priest of the cathedral and
Dean of the Diocese. Will he be the
first Lutheran minister to be appointed
Dean of an Anglican cathedral? Please
tell us if you know of another.

ordinations, which means a Lutheran pastor can serve in an
Anglican parish and an Anglican
priest can be called to a Lutheran
church. At present there are a
dozen Anglican priests working in
Lutheran churches and nine Lutheran pastors serving Anglican
congregations in Canada.

The Bishop of Rupert’s Land,
Donald Phillips, says that naming
Mr Johnson is very excited by the pro- Paul Johnson to the post demonspect. “To me it's a very positive sign strates how trust and familiarity
of movement in the right direction have developed between the two
between the churches," he says. The denominations over the past 10
ELCIC National Bishop, Susan Johnson, years.
agrees. "This appointment indicates
another step in deepening our full com- Finding a common witness is
what motivates Paul Johnson, a
munion."
past vice-chair of the Canadian
It is ten years since the Evangelical Lu- Council of Churches and a comtheran Church in Canada and the An- mitted ecumenist. He says he comes
glican Church of Canada signed the to his new post not as a Lutheran pasWaterloo Declaration, which provides tor serving an Anglican congregation,
for full communion between the two but as a minister of the Christian
denominations. Both groups recognize church. "I don't want them to all beeach other's baptisms, sacraments and come Lutherans, I want us all to be

Christians together.
Theologically,
spiritually, ontologically, God has made
us one in Christ."
Reported in the Winnipeg Free Press print
edition October 1, 2011

EXCHANGE STUDENT’S AMAZING TIME
Mária Szűcs, a student of the Evangelical-Lutheran University in Budapest, Hungary,
reflects on her experience in an English Theological College

It’s been four months since I left the
College and Community of the Resurrection in Mirfield. Being there was an
intense and hard time: who told me
that being loved is easy? So loved by
God and loved by his people in Mirfield.
So many pictures flash through my
mind. Chilly morning walks to the
Lower Chapel, being surrounded by
the first rays of the morning sun and,
in unison, praising God with our first
words. The silhouette of cassocks in
the narrow lamplight at the roadside
to the Community for Compline to

pray together and to end: “The Lord
Almighty grant us a quiet night and the
perfect end”.
Knocks on my door
just to check that I’m not lonely. Long
talks and dinners. An invitation to
share a home for a weekend. The
welcome received
from the parish on
three weeks placement in Weston in
Hertfordshire
(right).
All the
time I felt different
as a Lutheran, but
the same as a child
of God.
When I wore the
cassock throughout Holy week I
was so thankful
and I felt so honoured that I could
not express it.

I feel that the same sense of gratitude
belongs to those who supported this
amazing scholarship by prayers, by organizing it and not least by giving financial support. All I can say is a very big
thank you!

Mária (right centre) and a group from Mirfield being welcomed at
St Albans Abbey by the Dean, the Very Rev Jeffrey John (front left)
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HIGH SHERIFF, CHAPLAIN & BISHOP : ALL ALS MEMBERS
On the evening of Thursday 7th April
the Rev Fiona Sample (a member of
the Anglican-Lutheran Society since
2009) was Installed as High Sheriff of
Northumberland for the year 20102011 at St Andrew’s Church, Bolam,
by His Honour Judge David Wood.
Two other members of the ALS were
also present: the Rt Rev Martin Wharton (chairman of the Porvoo Contact
Group), who is Fiona’s diocesan bishop, and the Rev Alexander Faludy (ALS
executive committee), who assists her
as High Sheriff’s chaplain. The gathering included past High Sheriffs of
Northumberland and members of
Fiona’s congregations. Bolam church
in part dates from Saxon times - the
same period in which the High Sheriff’s
office was established - and is one of
five churches in a rural benefice where
Fiona serves as an Ordained Local Minister.
The Office of High Sheriff is an independent, voluntary, non-political Royal
appointment held for one year. Originally the ‘Shire Reeve’ was responsible
to the king for the maintenance of law
and order within county, and for the
collection and return of taxes due to
the Crown. Today there are 55 High
Sheriffs serving the counties of England

and Wales. The role has evolved over
time, but supporting the Crown and
the judiciary remain important elements. Together with the Lord Lieutenant the High Sherriff attends on
members of the Royal Family when
they are visiting the county; and (s)he
also provides hospitality to high court
judges posted to the district ‘on circuit’
as well as playing a part in the religious
services which punctuate the legal year
– a highly distinctive uniform makes
them easy to spot on such occasions.
All the working expenses of the job
are born personally by the High Sherriff.
However the work is not all pomp and
circumstance and Fiona says there is a
parallel here with her work as a priest.
‘In both cases the public often think of
what the person does when ‘dressed
up’, whether for civic ceremony or
liturgical events, whereas in fact most
of the work is hands-on and unscripted’.
High Sheriffs actively lend morale
boosting support and encouragement
to crime prevention agencies, the
emergency services and to the voluntary sector. In recent years a number
of them have been particularly active in

encouraging crime reduction initiatives,
especially amongst young people. Visits to the police, prisons, probation
service and victim support initiatives
are the ‘bread and butter’ duties of the
job.
High Sheriff’s awards (small
grants) are given to groups that have
involvement with young people - from
helping those excluded from school, or
teenage mothers, to judo clubs, the
Scout and Guides movements and local
cadet forces. Last year 41 High Sheriff's
awards of this sort were given in
Northumberland. Fiona sees as especially important the promoting of wider public awareness of, and sympathy
for, ‘restorative justice’ (processes in
which seek to rehabilitate offenders
through counselling and education).
As has been indicated above there are
many points of contact between the
priorities of the role and faith based
concerns. The connection is made
explicit in the requirement that the
High Sheriff must appoint a chaplain
who then acts as a moral sounding
board in relation to the issues of public
policy which arise in the course of the
formers duties.
The chaplain also
takes a hand in the church services
connected with the legal year. Depending on other commitments (s)he
may also accompany the High
Sherriff at social events connected with the legal profession and on official visits to
relevant public institutions.
Fiona appointed Alex after
they got to know each other
as curates in the same ordination cohort in Newcastle
diocese. Fiona herself served
as chaplain to the previous
high Sherriff of Northumberland (Kate Crosby Dawson)
but passing from the one role
to the other is thought to be
unprecedented, as is the
holding of the office by a person in holy orders.

Alex Faludy (left) with High Sherrif, Fiona Sample, and Bishop Martin Wharton

You can find more information about High Sheriffs
and about the restorative
justice movement at these
websites:
www.highsheriffs.com and at
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“AGREED TO DIFFER, RESOLVED TO
LOVE, UNITED TO SERVE”
Laura Vaught Lincoln, our USA Coordinator,
describes a meeting with Church Women United
Ch u rch Women Un it e d, US A
(www.churchwomen.org) was founded
in 1941 and is a national volunteer
Christian ecumenical women’s movement. It brings together women of
diverse races, cultures and traditions in
closer Christian fellowship, prayer,
advocacy, and action for peace with
justice in the world. CWU engages
millions of women representing 26
different denominations.
I was honored to speak to the
statewide Texas Conference of the
CWU in San Antonio last month.

CWU, USA is also a participant in the
Fellowship of the Least Coin, a global
movement of prayer for peace, justice and reconciliation. As a woman
prays in the name of this cause, she
sets aside a coin in her currency.
These are collected in a national custodial fund or the overall fund at the
WCC in Geneva, and sent on to fund
grants for projects all over the world:
i.e., literacy programs, gender issues,
leadership development, etc. To learn
more, contact Corazon Tabing-Reyes
at Union Theological Seminary in the
Philippines, coratr@gmail.com .

Approximately 60 women came together to learn about various ministries across Texas, as well as to brainstorm about next steps in their current
project to combat human trafficking.

The San Antonio Food Bank
(www.safoodbank.org) provided all of
the meals for the Texas Conference.
This organization trains and employs
disadvantaged adults to work in their

Community Kitchen (providing free
meals to the community) and the Catalyst Catering social enterprise, which
evolved out of the Food Bank program.
It was an honor to meet so many
women who understand what it is to
live their Christian faith with an ecumenical heart!

ANNUAL MEETING IN MARCH 2012 TO BE IN CAMBRIDGE
Next year’s AGM of the AnglicanLutheran Society will not be held in
London, but in Cambridge. It will look
back into history to examine aspects of
the part that that ancient university city
played in the early years of the Reformation in England.

The meeting, on Saturday 10 March
2012, will take place in Westfield
House, a study centre belonging to
the Evangelical Lutheran Church of
England. Opened in 1962 (the main
address at the opening ceremony was
given by Bo Giertz, who was then

BISHOP KENNETH STEVENSON
Many of our readers will know of the
death in January this year of Bishop
Kenneth Stevenson, aged 61. An accomplished liturgical scholar and ecumenist, he retired as Bishop of Portsmouth in 2009 due to ill health.
In view of the outstanding contribution he made over many years to the
ecumenical advances of our time, particularly in Anglican-Lutheran relations
in northern Europe, and especially
between the Church of England and
the Lutheran Church of Denmark, we
are preparing a special tribute to him,
which will appear in the January 2012
issue of The Window, on the first anniversary of his death.

Bishop of Göteborg in the Church of
Sweden) it serves both as the seminary at which ELCE pastors are
trained and as an international study
centre for Lutherans across the world.
The ALS is very grateful to Westfield
and to the ELCE for extending its hospitality to the Society.
At the meeting we shall have an opportunity to say thank you to Senior
Jochen Dallas, whose period of office
as pastor of the local German-speaking
Lutheran Congregations is ending.
Details of the programme for the day
will be dealt with at the ALS Executive
Committee Meeting in mid-October,
but it is hoped that the AGM will provide opportunities to look at the historical role that the Cambridge
“evangelicals” of the 1520s and 1530s
played in the English Reformation, and
also at the part played by the Strasbourg reformer, Martin Bucer, whose
papers are housed in the university.
Further information, and your invitation to the AGM, will be given in the
next edition of The Window.
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SURPRISES AT THE
DRESDEN KIRCHENTAG
Members of the Anglican-Lutheran Society took part in the
Kirchentag, this time in the beautifully rebuilt old city of
Dresden, in the south-east of Germany. The weather was
extremely hot. Some 120,000 people were estimated to
have taken part in thousands of different events between
1st and 5th June. Frau Gudrun Kaper organised our stall
in the ‘Market of Possibilities’. Gesine and Rupert Hoare
took the display equipment (updated from last year’s Ecumenical Kirchentag in Munich by Dick Lewis and Helen
Harding) from England by car (it just fits into their Polo
with two inches to spare!). Other members of the ALS
took their turn in manning the stall, many old friends visited them, and many new contacts were made during the three days. It was hard work, in a crowded tent with many other stalls, but worth it, despite the heat. Mrs Dorothy Knights, a member of the ALS, has sent this personal account of
experiences at the Kirchentag by Elisabeth Brewitt-Taylor, one of a group from Worcester.
A group of ten of us from the Worcester diocese joined another 5,000 nonGermans from 85 countries as part of
the 120,000 people worshipping on the
banks and bridges of the river Elbe.
For those of us facing the profile of the
old town with the river and its traffic
flowing in front, it was a particularly
beautiful setting.
The opening service introduced the
congress theme: “…there your heart
will be also.” (Matthew 6:21). I’ve never seen such a large brass band – with
the lead singers too, a group of 9,000!
Everyman (from Hofmannsthal’s drama)
appeared with his treasure chest, from
which a figure appeared and spoke to
him as he was about to die, enabling
him to realise he had been trusting in
the wrong thing. The Bishop of Dresden asked us to look at our treasure to
find out where our heart is. The federal president brought us a greeting and
good wishes from the government,
after which the Catholic Bishop of
Dresden brought another greeting,
telling us the Catholics had been praying for us, and that he dreamed of and
prayed for unity.
The first evening of the biennial congress is called the “evening of meeting.”
Local churches put up tents and serve
food they have prepared, rising to the
challenge of feeding so many thousands
of people at the same time. I chose a
Dresden speciality: potato soup (with a
roll), containing leeks, carrots, spices

and frankfurter pieces which were easy and showed us the way to and from
to spot. It was delicious. The Leipzig the tram stop, so I found the way home
well, enjoying the free travel the contarts were good too!
gress provides. They had heard English
Our host family joined the congress people like cooked breakfasts, and altthat evening when 150,000 candles hough we said that was in the north,
were given out and later put in paper they generously gave us a boiled egg
holders and placed on the Elbe. I’m every other day, as well as a large
told it was beautiful. The family are choice of cheese and meat. Our hosts
catholic, and commented on what a encouraged us to stay for supper
good atmosphere the congress had whenever we wanted (the congress
brought with it. This encouraged them arrange for free bed and breakfast), and
to go to other things they enjoyed too. asked us to help ourselves to bottled
Our family had kindly met four of us water. We enjoyed our conversations
from the diocesan group at the airport with the family very much, and both

Some of the 150,000 participants enjoying the Dresden sunshine
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they and we feel we will not forget our
time together. We hope to stay in contact.
Each morning you could go to one of
many “dialogue bible studies.” It was
interesting to see how the two people
respected and honoured each other,
making room for each other’s views as
well as their own. It felt like Bible
study in action as well as word. Over
9,000 people wanted to go to one popular one, which could only seat 5,000!
I gather Angela Merkel’s seminar was
impossible to get into!

What’s in your heart? Art Workshop
Amongst the two hundred pages of
activities in the Congress Book for the
three full days were several workshops
on prayer of the heart. The one I went
to taught us how to pray a version of
the Jesus prayer in rhythm with our
steps, focusing on Jesus in our hearts as
we went, and had us walking round our
room and corridors in the Hilton hotel.
I found the prayer seemed to want to
carry on even when we’d stopped, and
am grateful for this reminder to turn
my soul to Jesus whilst walking.
I’d never heard of bibliodrama before,
and thought I would try it to see what
it was. It was popular, and I was too
late to get in. I sat on the grass (in
twenty-six degrees) and asked the other lady there what she knew about it.
She told me it was acting out a Bible
character in a particular scene and that
it enables you to get in contact with
your own feelings too. We discovered
that we’d been to the same school,
with the same German teacher, and
that I am nearly a month older than
her, and chatted for half an hour. She
told me it was a “congress meeting”! I
felt it was a little sign from the Lord
that He was watching over me in Dresden as well as England.

I joined a bibliodrama group the next
day. Placing a piece of paper on the
floor for north, south, east and west
Germany, our leader asked us to stand
where we came from. I was amazed by
their enthusiastic reception to the
news I was from England. Later we
were asked to get into groups of three
and choose a part: Jesus, the two blind
men, or the crowd.

There were three aspects: The city of
Dresden, Reconciliation theological and
juridical, and Reconciliation in Europe,
using the example of France and Poland.
I found the event remarkable, because
it involved the city of Dresden itself,
but precisely not focussing on the usual
topic (the bombing of the city), but on
the concept of liberation. On this
theme there was a biographical report.
This was followed by a discussion of
the role which the rebuilt ‘Frauenkirche’
plays in the work of reconciliation in
the city. This was very strongly criticised by the Superintendent Minister:
too simplistic a presentation of history,
with the church too dominant. The
difficult discussion of expulsion
[“Vertreibung”] and reconciliation with
Poland and with France formed the
third part.

We acted the scene out, were given
time for silent reflection and prayer,
acted it a second time with the opportunity to change what we had done,
reflected again, and only talked about it
in our threes after the third time.
Then we repeated the process and
talked again after the sixth time, and
then all the Jesuses, blind men and
crowds got together. It was interesting
to see how others had interpreted my
part, and I know two of the three of us
felt we’d discovered something about Moving in a curve from the city of
ourselves as other people acted out Dresden to up-to-date political discussion in Germany and then on more
the scene in different ways from us.
widely to Europe was both timely and
Dresden itself is a very beautiful city, topical. It was not cliché-ridden, but
with gold-coloured statues on the tops opened up a new set of questions. For
of most public buildings. The maps the me, this was a good discussion, in the
congress gave us were excellent, mark- old style of the Kirchentag. It was a
ing trams and buildings. People were pity that it was very poorly attended –
very friendly, and often someone of- which was itself an interesting phenomfered their help when I consulted my enon.
map, including a couple
whose daughter is studying
in Cambridge!
The congress has an international centre where you
can meet other nonGermans, have a free
drink, or find a student
who will whisper you a
translation of something
you’d like to go to, merely
for the price of a cup of
coffee together afterwards.
My room-mate spent most
of her time in the palace
taken over for dancing
workshops, and found
people there who translated for her.
Another ALS member, Pastorin Dagmar Apel from
Berlin, sent us this report on
an event at the Kirchentag
called ‘Atonement – Reconciliation – International Law’
which she found particularly
significant.
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SYMPOSIUM IN DENMARK AND THE ROLE OF DEACONS
Lennart Sjöström, our Swedish National Coordinator, reports on an event in Dragør, Denmark, September 4th 2011
In beautiful Dragør some 25 theological researchers from the Nordic Region met to present their findings in
research with relevance to the Porvoo
churches. Bishop Matti Repo from
Tampere, Finland, spoke of the
“Missiological Dimension of Lutheran
Ecclesiology”. In a second report from
Finland Dr Risto Cantell presented an
Ecumenical Strategy of the EvangelicalLutheran Church of Finland.
Further research from Finland was
presented by Elina Hellqvist who had
studied the Special Commission on
Orthodox Participation in the WCC. A
Danish contribution
followed when Jeppe
Bach Nokolajsen gave
his report on “The
Role of the Church in
a Postsecular and
Pluralistic Europe”.
Dr Jeremy Morris,
Dean of King´s College, Cambridge, gave
a lecture on “The
Missiological Dimension of Anglican Ecclesiology”,
after
which Dr Jakko Rusama, Helsinki, gave a
Lutheran impression
of the Book of Common Prayer and of
Common Worship as a possibly proposed base for a Joint Liturgy. Morten
Munch presented the Danish Oasis
Movement, and Pater Ignatius Edet
(from Nigeria and London) gave “A
Critical Assessment of the Synod of
Bishops in the Roman Catholic Church
with Attention to Anglican and Lutheran Concerns”. Erik Eckerdal (from
Uppsala) reported on his findings regarding the Roman Catholic Response
to the Porvoo Agreement. Christopher Meakin gave a report on what
had been dealt with in the Porvoo
Contact Group. Towards the end of
the conference Jørgen Skov Sørensen
spoke about “Missiology as Part of a
Contemporary and Contextual Systematic Theology”.
As one of the first scholars dedicating
his research to the Porvoo Communion, Dr Tiit Pädam (from Estonia) gave

a report on his recently concluded
investigation on the Diaconate in the
Porvoo Communion, published in his
doctoral thesis: Ordination of Deacons in
the Churches of the Porvoo Communion
(Uppsala 2011). In addition he presented an ecclesiological view on the
Diaconate in the Church of Denmark,
in view of the recent decision by the
Evangelical-Lutheran Church of Denmark to join the Porvoo Communion.

whether they contribute to a common
understanding of the deacon’s ministry
in the churches of the Porvoo communion or not.

The ordination rites had been considered from three perspectives which
together comprised the ecclesiology in
the rites. The first was the theological
content of the rites. Here the analysis
had been based on a detailed reading
of the liturgical texts of the rites. The
Dr Pädam explained that his doctoral second, closely related to the first, had
thesis investigates the rites of ordina- looked into the liturgical performance
tion to the diaconate in the churches of the ordination during the Sunday
service in the local
church. The roles and
participation of the
different actors in the
rite had been analysed
and the meaning of
the liturgical acts
which make up the
rite was interpreted.
The third perspective
had taken into consideration the church’s
position in society and
the socio-cultural context of the local
church where the
ordination takes place.
Through a combination of these three
The harbour at Dragør, south of Copenhagen
perspectives the diaconate and its role
and meaning in the ten churches had
of the initially established Porvoo been studied, analysed and compared.
Communion. The research included, The results of the research were prein total, the four Anglican churches of sented within the context of a broad
the British Isles and six Lutheran ecumenical perspective.
churches in the Nordic and Baltic
countries – all of the churches which Dr Pädam had found that through the
signed the Porvoo Declaration in 1996 authorisation of recent ordinals the
and thus founded a new communion: Porvoo churches had grown theologiThe Church in Wales, The Church of cally closer to one another, even if
England, The Church of Ireland, The there were still significant gaps in the
Scottish Episcopal Church, The Church embodiment of the theology, making
of Norway, The Church of Sweden, an inter-change of deacons inside the
The Estonian Evangelical-Lutheran communion rather complicated at
Church, The Evangelical-Lutheran times. Dr Pädam had had reasons to
Church of Iceland and The Evangelical- remind the Porvoo churches that
there was a failure in the reception of
Lutheran Church of Lithuania.
the agreement that needed to be rectiThe aim of the research had been to fied.
discover whether the ecclesiologies
implicit in the ordination rites for Dea- This dilemma had become even more
cons in the various Porvoo churches evident when Dr Pädam had turned to
were compatible with one another and study the diaconate in the Church of
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Denmark, and found that the Danish
church had several rather specific features which characterised its relationship to the ministry of deaconesses and
deacons, especially when compared
with the rest of the Porvoo churches.
The first question in his Dragør paper
was whether the Danish rites for admission to the deaconesses-deacons
ministry provided for the Porvoo
churches new insights or rather added
contradictions?
His honest answer
was: neither, nor - there were neither
contradictions nor new insights. It was,
in Dr Pädam´s presentation, mainly
explained by the fact that Porvoo
churches had moved from the current
position of the Church of Denmark in
another direction and established a
ministry of deacons within the ordained
ministry of the church.
A second question raised by Dr Pädam
also concerned the diaconate in the
Church of Denmark. The deaconesses’
and deacons’ ministry in Denmark had
preserved its traditionally organised
forms and were in many ways very
different to the practices and understandings in the other Porvoo churches. There is in the Evangelical-Lutheran
Church of Denmark, Dr Pädam argued,
simply no diaconate as it is understood
by the other Porvoo churches. This
conclusion was in no way an evaluation
or any judgement over the work carried out by the deacons and deaconesses in Denmark, who through the centuries had carried out a most unselfish
work to assist many in need. The Deacons had followed their Christian calling in faith and with a strong commitment.
Dr Pädam was keen to stress that his
finding was nothing but an ecclesiological conclusion. It was a fact that in the
Church of Denmark the deaconesses
and the deacons were regarded in a
way that no longer any Lutheran
church in the Porvoo Communion
would agree with. And this difference
constituted, according to Tiit Pädam, a
real challenge for the entire Porvoo
Communion.
Finally however, Dr
Pädam reminded his listeners of what
Baptism, Eucharist and Ministry says
about the diaconal ministry:
“Differences in ordering the diaconal
ministry should not be regarded as a
hindrance for the mutual recognition of
the ordained ministries.” (Note 10:
Commentary 31)

THE SALISBURY CONFERENCE
Bishop Rupert Hoare introduces
this section of The Window
which reports on the Society’s
recent gathering in southern England
This issue of The Window is being
prepared just after our return from
our biennial conference, organised
round the theme:
‘The Word Read - The Word Preached’.
It was both a celebration of the 400th
Anniversary of the Authorised Version
of the Bible (taken alongside Luther’s
earlier translation) and an exploration
of our two ‘sister’ Reformations.
There were 51 participants, an almost
equal number of Lutherans and Anglicans/Episcopalians, from at least eight
countries, with speakers from Germany, Finland, Denmark, and the UK.
We were
extremely
well hosted
by Sarum
College,
and politely
but firmly
shepherded
by Maggie
Guillebaud,
a member
of staff at
the
College, and on our own Executive Committee.
We were staying within the stunningly
beautiful Close, with the Cathedral
and its soaring spire standing there in
the middle of its lush green lawns.
What a setting for a very rich experience of worship, Lutheran within the
College, Anglican in the Cathedral (not
forgetting our visit to attend Evensong
in Winchester Cathedral as well). It
was enormous fun. The chatter in the
bar went on quite late into the night.
There was plenty of laughter. The
food was excellent.
The college
bookshop was a constant temptation.
The city was a joy to explore together.
Some major theological contributions
presented challenging and informative

ways into the historical, theological,
catechetical, and homiletical aspects of
our theme. At the outset the reading
and preaching of the Word in the Anglican tradition was explained by our
Anglican President John Arnold in an
introduction to the tradition of Choral
Evensong in Anglican Cathedrals. This
was delivered before we made our way
across to the cathedral for our first
evening service together.
What follows is first a personal account
of his participation in the conference by
Jo Jan Vandenheede, this year’s recipient of an ALS bursary. You can then
read John Arnold’s introduction to
‘Cathedrals and Evensong’, followed by
summary versions of the six lectures
we heard drawn from the notes which I
made as the lectures were being delivered. The sketches were done during
the conference by Eliza Zikmane.
You can find the full (and therefore
100% trustworthy!) text of each lecture
on the Society’s website: www.anglicanlutheran-society.org.uk
Also, in this issue of The Window, you
will find the texts of the sermons
preached by Bishop Jana in Salisbury
Cathedral and Bishop Juergen at our
closing Eucharist.

Bishop Juergen enjoying dinner with Helen
Holtam, wife of the new Bishop of Salisbury
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A MULTI-SENSORY
EXPERIENCE
Jo Jan Vandenheede comes from Belgium. A Lutheran and a theological student,
he won a bursary to enable him to attend the Salisbury Conference.
Here are his impressions.
It was also my first conference of this
length and I felt our days were plentiful and balanced, with well-prepared
presentations, ample time for comments and questions, interspersed
with reflection, discussion and worship
in both our traditions.

It was my first conference since becoming a member of the AnglicanLutheran Society and I would like to
thank the co-presidents and moderators for their generous bursary and
opportunity.
Having lived in London for four years, I
must confess that I never went beyond
zone 3, let alone travel to the ‘wild,
wild South-West’. Salisbury presented
itself as a pleasant, small yet touristy
village, centred around its grand cathedral. Immediately after exiting the train
station, its atmosphere reminded me of
an episode from “Rosemary & Thyme:
Murder in the Cathedral Close”.
No sleuthing gardeners here however,
only Anglicans and Lutherans, and the
obligatory Catholic, from the four corners of the earth, eager to put ecumenism into action through prayer, debate
and fellowship (no, I did not count the
bottles!).

Our little flock was huddled together
at the inviting and hospitable Sarum
College, with the Rev Maggie Guillebaud acting as our good shepherdess. She would turn out to be only
one of many high-ranking female academics and clergy in evidence.
Cathedral Evensong was also a first
and, although I would probably not
attend this type of liturgy every Sunday, it was an impressive introduction
to this choral cascade of prayer and
praise, sometimes trickling down, other times washing over you.
The lectures themselves introduced
me to a variety of new facts and ideas.
The Bible: its authority and its translation, its catechesis and communication;
its expression in sermon and film;
many facets which were inspiring as
well as educational.
I learned that in extreme opposite
approaches to preaching, quality
seemed lost. I also learned that the
Bible is what the Bible is, and that historical-criticism is vital, though not

omnipotent.
I learned about Tyndale. For ‘us continentals’ English Christianity is synonymous with the ‘thee-thou-thine’ of the
King James Version, not taking into
account the earlier scholarship of this
extraordinary man.
I learned that Luther was not - as I had
suspected all along - a literalist (yay!).
I found out that the Finnish Church is
relatively well-off, but tries to put its
funds to fruitful use.
And of course I was introduced to
Kierkegaard, the Danish theologian
whose theology I was - I admit freely not too familiar with (neither with the
correct spelling of his name for that
matter!).
The Conference for me was an intraand multi-sensual experience: the hearing of the sermons; the hymns and music; the visual art and imagery, of light
and shadow in the cathedral; the smells
of candles and incense and the English
countryside; the touch of stone and
glass in the workshops; the taste of
consecrated bread and wine, Body and
Blood, at a table open to all; the feeling
of belonging and acceptance.
I am impatiently looking forward to the
next Conference, will we meet again?

MORE ABOUT THE PLANNED MIRFIELD CONFERENCE
During the Salisbury conference Bishop
Rupert Hoare told us more about next
year’s conference for students and
people new to ministry (see page 1).
It will be at The College of the Resurrection, Mirfield, Yorkshire, UK, from
3rd-7th September 2012.
What will it mean to be Christian in an
increasingly secularised, commercialised and political world? What will that
world be like? What relevance will a
ministry of Word and Sacrament have

in that world of the twentyfirst centu- of Linköping in the Church of Sweden;
ry? Where will ministers find the sup- and Ms Monica Schofield, a member of
port and resources they need?
the Anglican church in Hamburg and an
expert in robotics. Dr Margaret BarkTo help address these and other ques- er, a Methodist, will lead the daily Bible
tions we shall be joined by: Dr Christi- studies.
na Baxter, Principal of St John’s College, Nottingham; the Rt Rev Tamás The whole conference will be conFabiny, Bishop of the Northern Dio- tained within the framework of prayer
cese of the Hungarian Lutheran set by the Community of the ResurrecChurch; the Most Rev Michael Jackson, tion. The event will be run in conjuncArchbishop of Dublin; the Rt Rev tion with members of the AngloMartin Lind, recently retired as Bishop Nordic-Baltic Theological Conference.
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CATHEDRALS & EVENSONG
John Arnold, Anglican President of the Society,
gave this introduction before the conference made its way into
Salisbury Cathedral for our first act of worship together.
I take as my text an old Punch cartoon,
that splendid full-page Du Maurier picture of a young Edwardian beauty with
hour-glass figure, reclining upon a
chaise longue and receiving a visit from
a very proper young curate in full
morning dress, his top hat, stick and
gloves set out on a stool beside him.
He is leaning forward and asking her
earnestly: “My dear, would you rather
be beautiful or good?” And she, gazing
back at him in sultry fashion through
heavy lidded eyes, is murmuring: “I
would rather be beautiful and repent.”
Cathedrals have no choice. They can
only be beautiful – and repent. I do not
need to speak to you of their beauty –
the stone, the wood, the glass and iron,
the flowers, the setting, the music all
speak for themselves: and we thank all
those living and departed who have
contributed to these many delights. It
is however worth pausing to note that
the very fact that we take the alliance
of beauty and worship for granted in
cathedrals such as this has been bought
at a great price. If the Anglicans led by
Richard Hooker had not defeated the
Puritans in the interpretation of the
Elizabethan settlement, if Church and
King and Bishop Cosin and the Book of
Common Prayer had not been restored after the Commonwealth, we
would of course still be worshipping
God, but in bare buildings with maimed
rites and plain notes if any. Cathedrals
exist to keep open a large view of God
and of His goodness and a large view of
human potentiality, as well as a profound and realistic view of human sinfulness and of the possibility of repentance. They are places for experiencing
deeply the all-embracing corruption of
sin and – even more deeply – the allembracing scope and grandeur of the
love of God. A Russian Orthodox
priest said to me, when he learned that
I was Dean of an English cathedral
(Rochester then, not Durham): “Father
John, where there is very great beauty
there is always very great wickedness.”
That is true; and one of the reasons
why it is true is that some people give
themselves to the cult of the beauty of
inanimate objects, not as a means of

enhancing their love of God and
neighbour but as a substitute for
them. And that is idolatry. In a
place so often visited by George
Herbert I quote as a clue to the
use of cathedrals:
A man that looks on glass
On it may stay his eye
Or, if he pleaseth,
through it pass
And there the heaven espy.
Of course, cathedrals are not found in
Scripture or in the Early Church and
they are not necessary to salvation; but
they may still serve the Kingdom of
Heaven. The word derives from the
Greek kathedra, the throne from
which a bishop ruled his diocese and,
more importantly, taught the apostolic
faith. In the early church, centred on
the Mediterranean Sea, the bishop was
the principal celebrant and preacher at
the Sunday Eucharist in every city or
significant settlement. There were
about 500 dioceses in Italy, which is
roughly the size of Great Britain.
Word, sacrament and ministry were all
focussed in the cathedral church there.
But Northern Europe was missionised
on a tribal, rather than an urban, basis,
with enormous dioceses and itinerant
bishops, who eventually became great
magnates and landholders. In England,
only Kent developed on the Roman
model with two small dioceses, Canterbury and Rochester. The rest of
medieval England and Wales was covered by fourteen huge dioceses. One
result of the frequent absence of the
bishop from his cathedral was the establishment of a community there to
maintain word and sacrament, eventually stabilised after the reforms of
Chrodegang of Metz into a Chapter of
Canons under a Dean. In England, almost uniquely, some cathedrals were
placed in the care of Benedictine
monks, or more rarely Augustinian
canons, who elected one of their own
number as Prior. The weekly celebration of the Eucharist was supplemented
by the daily recitation of the hours or
offices, centred on the Psalter and

obeying the word of the Psalmist:
‘Seven times a day do I praise thee’ –
Matins, Lauds, Terce, Sext, None, Vespers and Compline. Then at the Reformation the monasteries were dissolved, except where they already
served or became cathedrals. These
were re-founded and became known as
cathedrals of the New Foundation,
although they include some of the oldest like Canterbury and Winchester, in
contrast to those of the Old Foundation like York and Salisbury.
Meanwhile, Cranmer was preparing his
books of Common (as opposed to
private) Prayer in English, concentrating on the Eucharist. But he also wanted to provide forms of daily prayer
both for the parochial clergy and also
for the people. The church had already
been de-monasticised; now it was to
be de-clericalised, not by taking the
liturgy away from the clergy but by
making it available to the laity, too.
Hence the injunction in 1552 that “the
curate…shall say the (service) … and
shall cause a bell to be tolled thereunto
a convenient time before he begin, that
the people may come to hear God’s
word and to pray with him.” That
meant that common prayer had to fit
the rhythm of daily life, not of monks
and nuns, but of ordinary people. In a
stroke of genius, Cranmer reduced the
seven services to two in the shape of
the working day. This pattern has been
vindicated over the past 450 years.
Indeed, for four centuries, after the
failure of both the Reformation and the
Counter-Reformation to get people to
take communion weekly, Morning and
Evening Prayer became the staple form
of Sunday worship for the majority of
English Christians, a task for which they
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had not been designed but which they
successfully carried out.
Cranmer had two other main aims.
One was to produce uniformity of
worship throughout the land in place of
the local variants or uses currently in
operation. The other was to simplify
the Calendar and Lectionary by getting
rid of unbiblical saints and non-biblical
readings which, he thought, obscured
the Gospel. He sought help wherever
he could find it – in the Use of Sarum,
the best of the old English rites, in the
reformed Breviary of the Spanish Cardinal Quinoñes, in the provision for
daily prayer which Bugenhagen had
made for the Church of Denmark and
even in the Eastern Orthodox Liturgy
ascribed to John Chrysostom, a wellloved prayer from which may serve to
illustrate his skill as a translator and his
mastery of the rhythms of English
prose: “Almighty God, who hast given
us grace at this time with one accord
to make our common supplications
unto thee; and dost promise that
where two or three are gathered together in thy name, thou wilt grant
their requests: Fulfil now, O Lord, the
desires and petitions of thy servants, as
may be most expedient for them;
granting us in this life knowledge of thy
truth, and in the world to come life
everlasting. Amen.”
When you enter the Nave of a cathedral, you find yourself in a Temple, as
Hooker taught and as is illustrated at
Rochester by the statues of Solomon
and Sheba at the great west door with
their implied message: “She came from
the ends of the earth to hear the wisdom of Solomon; and, behold, something greater then Solomon is here!” It
is a public space for the celebration of
the Eucharist and for great occasions of
Church and State, and the seats face
forward. When you pass through the
Screen into the Quire, everything is
turned through ninety degrees. [Alas,
the screen has been taken down in
Salisbury, but you will be able to see
what I mean in Winchester.] The seats
face inward; the atmosphere is more
domestic and intimate, more like a village synagogue. This is where a community, sometimes just a dozen or
even that two or three of which Jesus
Christ and John Chrysostom spoke,
gathers daily around the reading of
Scripture, the recitation of the Psalms
and the saying of prayers, continuing a

conversation with God, which began in
Ancient Israel three millennia ago and
which will continue until the end of
human life on earth. With our outward ears we only hear one half, rather like overhearing a telephone conversation; we need to train the inner
ear to use the silences to hear the
other half, which is the voice of God.
Evening Prayer begins with an elaborate introduction, originally designed
to be said daily, as people needed to
be taught what they were doing, but
now only used on Sundays, if then.
The early sixteenth century was acutely aware of the effects of sin and of the
need for the assurance of forgiveness
before approaching God. Cranmer
provides for this with a choice of
scriptural verses and a long preface,
which incidentally sets out the purpose
of the service: “We assemble and
meet together to render thanks for
the great benefits we have received at
(God’s) hands, to set forth his most
worthy praise, to hear his most holy
word, and to ask those things which
are requisite and necessary, as well for
the body as for the soul.” There follows a noble confession, which eventually most English people knew by heart

need; and the words are taken from
the Bible to a greater extent than in
the liturgy of any other church.
The Psalms are the heart of Evensong.
They cover every human emotion, including some unpleasant ones; and, by
hearing them in order, we become
accustomed to disciplining our emotions under God, feeling what others
may be feeling, not just indulging in
what we happen to feel at the time.
We listen to the Spirit meeting our
spirit and assuring us that we are children of God.
The Psalms are followed by substantial
readings from the Hebrew Scriptures
and from the New Testament, interspersed with two songs or canticles,
taken from the New Testament. Cranmer had put Matins and Lauds, with
their canticles, together to make Morning Prayer. Now he put Vespers and
Compline together with their respective canticles, Magnificat and Nunc
Dimittis, to make Evening Prayer. This
produced a strong and rather massive
structure, compared with the old offices. They usually had one very short
lesson and one canticle, as we can see
when we say Compline on its own.
They may be compared to many
continental cathedrals with their
simple, cruciform ground plan as
you can see on the handout.
English cathedrals, however, are
often much longer, with two transepts. Just add a Western façade
and towers, and a shrine and Lady
Chapel at the Eastern end, and the
ground plan corresponds to the
shape of Evensong with its two
lessons and canticles and its introduction and ending.

Studying Dr Arnold’s visual aid
until recent times, and a form of absolution, which makes clear that it is
God Himself, who pardons sin. This
preparation ends with the Lord’s Prayer, said by all.
The service itself begins with a dialogue between Priest and People – in
Cathedrals between Priest and Choir,
“O Lord, open thou our lips”, establishing from the start that God Himself
enables us to worship him properly.
He gives us in Holy Scripture what we

The Apostles’, or baptismal, Creed
forms a kind of hinge between the
input of God’s word in Psalms, lessons
and canticles, and our response in
prayer. This begins with another little
dialogue, invoking the Trinity, followed
by the Lord’s Prayer as the inspiration
and ground of all our prayers. The
remnants of an Eastern Orthodox litany form are found in the continued
dialogue with its prayers for salvation,
the Queen, the ministry, the laity,
peace and that purity of heart, without
which none of us will see God; and the
service proper ends with three short
prayers, called Collects, because they
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originally collected up the petitions in
the Litany. The first varies with the
week and links Evensong with the Sunday Eucharist; the second, for peace, is
taken from Vespers, and the third,
from Compline, is one of Cranmer’s
many masterpieces in this art form:
“Lighten our darkness, we beseech
thee, O Lord; and by thy great mercy
defend us from all perils and dangers of
this night; for the love of thy only son,
our Saviour Jesus Christ. Amen.” Note
its imperative directness, its use of two
words (‘perils and dangers’, like
‘desires and petitions’), where one
might have sufficed, but which gives
greater accuracy and fullness and improves the rhythm, and the extension
of the conventional ‘through Jesus
Christ Our Lord’ to ‘for the love of thy
only Son our Saviour Jesus Christ’ with
its perfect cadence for the end of the
day (as Shakespeare said “it hath a dying fall”) and its evocation of God’s
love and of our salvation. Like the music of Mozart or a picture by Rembrandt it defies analysis and, simply as a
piece of prose, is beyond praise.
The service came to be extended on
Sundays with hymns, a sermon and the
four set prayers, which are usually replaced now, not necessarily to our advantage, by free intercession. They encourage us to pray, as St Paul taught,
first for the Queen and those in authority in the world, for the Royal Family and thus for all families at home and
abroad, for the Clergy and People ‘that
they may truly please thee’, and finally
for everything which is expedient for
us. It is rounded off appropriately with
St Paul’s trinitarian grace.
But I have skipped over the rubric In
Quires and Places where they sing here
followeth the Anthem, which is the key
to unlocking the secret of specifically
Choral Evensong, with its perfect balance between God’s word spoken and
God’s word sung.
The abolition of purgatory (uniquely in
England by Act of Parliament) and the
dissolution of chantries, where clerks
were paid to sing masses for the departed, might well have been a disaster
for music and musicians. It is a great
irony that, if you ask what is Cranmer’s
heritage today, most people would say,
‘Cathedral Evensong’, whereas he disliked cathedrals and despised elaborate
music, which, he thought, obscured the

meaning of the words. But this little
rubric gave musicians their chance; and
in cathedrals and one or two other
‘places where they sing’, like the Chapel Royal, collegiate churches, public
schools and the colleges of Oxford
and Cambridge, the musical tradition
not only survived but revived and
flourished with a galaxy of composers
– Byrd, Tallis, Weelkes, Morley, Tomkins and Orlando Gibbons among
them. Lay clerks replaced the monks
in choir, cathedral schools continued
to supply flawless treble voices, women and girls remained excluded until
recently; and the characteristic English
cathedral sound emerged with big,
grown men singing alto, tenor and bass
and boys taking the top part. Simplified
and harmonised plainsong formed the
basis for Anglican chant, as an unobtrusive way of carrying and conveying
the meaning of the words of the
psalms. Composers set the canticles;
and the provision for an anthem was
interpreted widely to provide for an
ecumenical treasury of Christian
praise, for new compositions and for
instrumental music to complement the
ubiquitous organ.
The resulting professionalisation of the
music has its disadvantages in restricting the vocal participation of the congregation. But does it reduce its active
participation? Listening is also an activity; and congregations contribute to
worship by attentive and appreciative
hearing. The worship in cathedrals is
not something we make on earth and
then offer to Our Father in Heaven. It
is something we receive by faith with
thanksgiving; and the offering is that of
‘ourselves, our souls and bodies to be
a living sacrifice’.
Now listen to another voice. ‘Lara was
not religious … she did not believe in
ritual.’ That’s not me, that’s Boris Pasternak in his masterpiece Doctor
Zhivago. ‘Lara was not religious … she
did not believe in ritual; but sometimes, to enable her to bear her life
she needed the accompaniment of an
inward music and she could not always
compose it for herself. That music was
God’s word of life and it was to weep
over it that she went to church. Once
at the beginning of December … she
went to pray with such a heavy heart
that she felt as if at any moment the
earth might open at her feet and the
vaulted ceiling of the church cave in …

In the time it took her to make her
way past the worshippers, buy two
candles and find her place, the deacon had rattled off the nine Beatitudes at a pace suggesting that they
were quite well enough known without his help. “Blessed are the poor in
spirit … Blessed are they that mourn
… Blessed are they that hunger and
thirst after righteousness …”
Lara trembled and stood still. This
was for her. He was saying: “Happy
are the downtrodden. There is after
all something to be said for them.
They have everything before them.
That was what Christ thought. That
was His opinion.” ’
That’s magical, isn’t it? Only a great
poet could have written that as the
best expression I know in prose of
what can happen in cathedrals, where
wounded souls can slip in, feeling like
death and hide behind the pillars and
listen to someone else singing the
liturgy and be touched by God’s
word of life and be broken down and
lifted up in one and the same movement, and know that they count, that
they are a child of God, worth more
than any sparrow. Pasternak, who
was a great sinner as well as a great
poet, not very brave, not very faithful, was preserved by God, alone of
all the poets of the Russian silver age,
who perished everyone in the great
terror or the war. He was preserved
to write that, to say what God’s
grace can do for the teenage mistress
of a middle-aged roué; and he could
say it because he knew what it could
do for him.
It can do the same for us and for our
cathedrals and for those who come
to them, seeking beauty, which they
know they are seeking, and repentance, which they may not know they
are seeking until they hear the music
of God’s word of life, which they
cannot compose for themselves –
and now at last realise that they do
not need to, because both beauty
and repentance are free gifts, pure
grace. For which we, taking the advice of St Paul to the Colossians,
should “be thankful and let the word
of Christ dwell in us richly as we sing
psalms and hymns and spiritual songs
with thankfulness in our hearts to
God.” (Col. 3, 16.)
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LUTHER’S TRANSLATION
OF THE BIBLE
Professor Dr Dorothea Wendebourg, Humbolt University, Berlin
The full text is available on the website.

Professor Wendebourg turned first to
the cultural dimension of Luther’s
translation, and made four points:

• Luther did not create the German

language; the German of Saxony
which Luther used became the normative form of the language; Luther
created the unified version of German;

• Making the Bible as accessible as

possible to everyone was the starting-point of the Reformation;

• the Gospel message was to be received by preaching, reading, and by
singing, first the psalms, then songs
and hymns which were steeped in
the language of Luther’s translation;

• Luther’s language achieved new lev-

els of syntax and vocabulary; he became the most influential writer of
German, his work the starting-point
of a literary movement influencing
many German authors of later times.

She then turned to the story of Luther’s translation. There were 18 versions of the Bible in German before
Luther’s, but the hierarchy discouraged
the reading of Scripture by laity
(especially women!) without guidance.
Aged 20, Luther discovered a big German version of the Bible and was
astonished by its size! He came to
understand that it was essential to read
the Bible as a whole, in order to understand its central message of justification
by faith alone through grace. Nominat-

ed as preacher in St Mary’s church in
Wittenberg, he began to write spiritual
treatises alongside academic ones. The
95 theses on indulgences were originally an academic treatise written in Latin,
but then distributed much more widely.
In 1521, in contact with Melanchthon,
and while hiding in the Wartburg, he
began translating the Bible. The NT,
based on Erasmus’s Greek version,
appeared in September 1522 (“The
September Testament”); it was immediately rejected by certain princes. He
then turned to the Hebrew text of the
OT, producing a first draft, section by
section, which would then be looked
over by a team of people which included Melanchthon. The work was finished in 1532, Zwingli’s translation being published before Luther’s.

it demonstrates a kind of basic theology: law, sin, grace, faith, justice.

This focus has its critical aspect, as illustrated by Luther’s Preface to the
Letter of James which says the letter is
not apostolic because (1) it does not
preach justification by faith, and (2) it
does not proclaim Jesus’ death and
resurrection. In his Preface to the letter to the Hebrews, Luther argues that
it is not Pauline, nor is it all by the
same author; some parts are not apostolic preaching. But Luther did not
exclude these books from the Canon,
adding a Postscript saying they should
remain in the Canon and be used for
whatever worth they might have. He
put the first 23 books of the NT first,
and then the last four in a group on
their own. His procedure for the
In 1530 Luther published his “Public Apocrypha was the same; he kept it in,
Letter on Translation”, in defence of but in a separate part at the end of the
his translation of Romans 3.28 as justifi- OT.
cation by faith alone. He argued that
when having to decide between two Professor Wendebourg ended by quotwords, it was necessary to opt for ing Luther’s final words: “We are begmodern linguistic usage, rather than for gars, truly”.
the original Greek or Hebrew word.
“The words have to serve the meaning, In answer to questions, Professor
not the meaning the word”. What Wendebourg pointed out there were
mattered was to express the meaning at least 15 canons of Scripture within
of Rom 8.28; hence “faith alone”. You the Christian Church; that, although
also have to choose the right style; it ethics was important in the New Testawas here he produced his masterpiece, ment it was not its priority, but there is
the best test of which is putting it to a question as to how doctrine and ethmusic.
ics relate. In respect of his relation to
Judaism, she said Luther did write antiTranslation involves interpretation, and Judaic tracts, especially two vitriolic
Luther therefore added hundreds of ones in his last three years of life,
marginal notes, and a Preface to each which are not really consistent with his
book, the most important being the earlier writings. She pointed out that
Preface to the Epistle to the Romans. the term “anti-Semitic” in reference to
He wrote one Preface to the four Gos- Luther is anachronistic, the term referpels. The whole of Scripture is held ring to a racial debate of the 19th centogether by a common focus, namely: tury. In relation to Peace, she said LuChrist as the Redeemer saves the be- ther was concerned with the threat of
liever by faith through grace. At its Turkish invasion against the Holy Rocentre is the communication of the man Empire. He saw this as a political,
Evangelium: the love of God for those not a theological matter; he was not
who believe. It is Paul who brings this advocating a crusade. She agreed that
out most clearly: the Letter to the Ro- the word “Predigen” was better transmans serves as a light in which the lated “Proclaim” rather than “Preach”.
whole of Scripture is to be understood;
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THE TYNDALE TRANSLATION
OF THE BIBLE
The Rev Dr Ralph Werrell, founder member of the Tyndale Society
The full text is available on the website.

At the end of his lecture Dr Werrell
gave us a handout entitled “A Prologe
shewing the vse of the Scripture”,
which Tyndale had written as an addition to the second edition of The Pentateuch, in 1534. It ends with the
words: “And this learning and comfort
shall you evermore find in the plain
text and literal sense. Neither is there
any story so homely, so rude, yea, or
so vile (as it seems outward) wherein is
not exceeding great comfort”.
Dr Werrell said he approached Tyndale as a theologian rather than as a
historian, Tyndale himself insisting on
the Bible as the Word of God, enabling
the reader to discern what is right and
what is wrong. He said Tyndale had
been much influenced by Erasmus and
his Humanist ideas, which had been
largely lost in Reformation studies. He
regards Tyndale’s translation of the
New Testament from Greek and large
parts of the Old Testament from Hebrew as a “towering contribution” to
the English language and culture. There
had already been other translations
into English (eg the Lindisfarne Gospels
and parts of the Bible translated by
Bede), but these had lost their usefulness as Old English changed into Middle
English. He had the genius, as a translator, to fashion colloquial English expression, 85 years before the Authorised Version of 1611 and 35 years before Shakespeare’s birth.
Dr Werrell, arguing that Tyndale laid

down a line of interpretation which
was not the same as Luther’s, pointed
to marked differences between them.
Tyndale took his line really from Humanist Biblical Theology, in a fundamentally ‘Calvinist’ way. He had no
theology of the cross. He mentions
the cross only 6 times, replacing it
with ‘the blood of Christ’. He sees
the New Testament as a continuation
of the Old: “Christ is the ox, the kid,
the lamb … who purges us with his
blood.” His doctrine of the blood of
Christ stems from the importance for
him of Covenant theology, the essential covenant being that between God,
Christ and the Spirit, i.e. between the
persons of The Trinity. It was the
Father’s love that has saved us.
He referred us back to Trevisa’s translation of Higden’s Polychronicon, published in 1402, in a Prologue to which
Trevisa had recounted a dialogue between a Knight and a Clerk about the
need and importance of a translation
of the Bible into English. He argued
that Tyndale would have read that
Prologue as a boy. That is what inspired him to undertake such a translation himself, despite the fact it was
illegal to translate the Bible without
the permission of a bishop. From
Travisa, a contemporary of Wycliffe,
Tyndale had come to refer to the
Passover as ‘the Easter of the Jews’,
translating Luke 22.11 as “where is the
room where I shall eat the Easter
lamb?” Travisa had said that the
Apocrypha had no
authority, and Tyndale never mentioned it. He had
learned the Bible by
heart, probably using
Wycliffite Bible texts:
e.g. the phrase “in
the twinkling of an
eye” goes back to
Wycliffe, and comes
to the Authorised
Version via Tyndale.
Dr Werrell’s view is

that Tyndale’s translation
of the Old Testament owed less to
Luther than to his consultations with
Jewish scholars; his understanding of
Hebrew was far ahead of his time; “he
knew the Hebrew mind”; he traced a
Hebrew origin behind the Greek of St
Matthew’s Gospel.
Tyndale’s own name could never be
mentioned on his translations; he was
referred to as “the only begetter of
English translation”. He himself did not
allow his name to be mentioned; it was
irrelevant because the Bible was the
Word of God; “it was written down by
those who heard it”, so the principle
‘Sola Scriptura’ applies. A translation
had to be ‘accurate and colloquial’ so
that everyone could understand it –
which is why he was not given permission to translate in England, for if lay
people read the Scriptures in their own
tongue, “they would rise up against the
king”. Dr Werrell referred to the
printer in Cologne who, finding that he
was printing a translation by Tyndale at
the same time as printing a permitted
version, threw away the Tyndale translation. However, it was not lost, being
later discovered in Stuttgart and now
known as “The Cologne Fragment”.
In conclusion Dr Werrell referred to
an adult Confirmation class of his in
which the whole class, presented with
two versions of the Bible, one of which
was Tyndale’s, preferred that version
to the other. He added that colloquial
English would be much the poorer
without the translations of the Bible
which go back to Tyndale, and on account of which the English became “the
people of the book.”
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OF NECESSITY THERE MUST BE SOME
RULES:THE BIBLE AND
PUBLIC WORSHIP 1559-1660
The Rev Canon Dr Judith Maltby, Chaplain, Corpus Christi College, Oxford
The full text is available on the website
and turned 180 degrees to stand longways in the middle of the Chancel.
After the Restoration, it was moved
back to the East end, and the priest
stood at its north end. The Bible’s
‘yokemate’ was the Prayer Book; curates only needed these two books.
Hence the importance of the tables of
readings in the 1559 Prayer Book.

The title sentence “Of necessity there
must be some rules…” comes from
The Preface to the 1559 Prayer Book,
the whole enterprise of which was
about getting some translation which
everyone could hear. What mattered
was to read the Scriptures aloud. Its
Dedication says that God’s holy people
are to hear the Bible read and to
learn…. Dr Maltby then referred to
Arnold Hunt’s book: ‘The Art of Hearing’, raising the question: is preaching
more important than hearing?
She then described literacy levels in the
years from 1550 – 1660; they were far
lower than today. Reading and writing
are very different skills.
Children
learned the skill of reading, but left
school aged 7 or 8 before they could
write. There was a vast market for
cheap books; for literacy is a shared
skill - if you cannot read, there is somebody else who can. There are many
examples of people receiving instruction and edification by hearing what
their children read.
There are very few examples of new
church building in that century, which
raised the question how to hear the
Bible read in medieval cathedrals, for
example, which were designed for different ends. George Herbert in ‘The
Country Parson’ urges that when the
parson reads the Bible, he should comport himself with a great liveliness; the
people were not only to read but to
understand. Contrast medieval times,
where the Word was indeed presented
to the people, but in Latin. After the
Reformation the Holy Table was
moved from the east end of the church

Dr Maltby then turned to the different
‘factions’ within the Elizabethan
Church. Before 1660 almost everyone
was an ‘Anglican’, but there was a lot
of factional fighting, Puritans versus
Conformists, within the Elizabethan
Settlement. King James persuaded
these two factions to work together
to produce the Authorised Version.
The Puritans thought the 1559 Prayer
Book was imperfect: “The reading of
Common Prayer sends many people
to hell. It sticks in God’s nostrils.”
That is to say, the whole connection
between hearing and understanding
still does not work. On the other
side, Richard Hooker defended every
jot and tittle of the Prayer Book.
Dr Maltby stressed the sheer amount
of Scripture that would be read in a
‘Conforming’ parish: four chunks of
Scripture, plus psalms. So you would
hear six long passages of Scripture
every Sunday, including two at Evensong. Added to that, the Prayer Book
was itself infused with Scripture, direct
and indirect. This was augmented by
readings for Holy Days, especially the
Christocentric ones. The Puritans
objected to repetition, for instance of
the Canticles and even of the Lord’s
Prayer. On that view the only proper
use of the Magnificat was when visiting
someone who was pregnant! They
were asking for a second Reformation
in this period and were resisted by
William Laud, Archbishop of Canterbury from 1633, until his impeachment
in 1641 and execution in 1645.
In that year, the Puritans, victorious in
the Civil War, abolished the Prayer
Book and replaced it with the Directo-

ry, containing rubrics telling ministers
how to conduct worship. It stated that
the liturgy used in the Church of England had proved an offence, the Prayer
Book’s good intentions being undone
by corruption, despite praise of its use
of the vernacular. Public worship is
now much more about the clergy than
the laity. In contrast the 1559 Prayer
Book had been all about the people in
public worship, and its Preface had
talked more about the Bible than about
the Prayer Book. Hence the ‘Rules’,
that is the tables of readings: you were
to work your way through the Biblical
books; there had been a strong pedagogical intention.
But the Directory said that what was
now important was the discretion of
the properly taught minister. He was
given an enormous amount of control
as to what should be read. It was also
made clear he was to preach a sermon
(and not to read from the Apocrypha).
Richard Hooker, on the other hand,
had argued in Book V of his ‘Laws of
Ecclesiastical Polity’ that there was
more to the reading of Scripture than
edification; reading the Word of God in
open audience was the clearest
acknowledgement of the Church’s assent to the Bible as the Word of God.
It had a doctrinal as well as a liturgical
function. A key text was Romans
10.17: “So then faith cometh by hearing
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THE BIBLE IN CATECHESIS
The Rev Dr Jaakko Rusama, University of Helsinki
The full text is available on the website
Dr Rusama used a power-point presentation. He began by quoting three Bible passages: Psalm 119.105; John 1.1,
and 2 Peter 1.21.
We must understand the setting of the
Finnish Lutheran Church within Finland:
78.2% of all 4.3 million Finns are baptised Church members; 80% of all babies born in Finland are baptised; there
Continued from previous page
and hearing by the word of God.”
John Whitgift, Archbishop of Canterbury 1583-1604 had said that hearing
the Word read was just as valuable as
hearing it preached; more were converted by hearing it read than preached
In what did the importance of the corporate reading of Scripture consist? Dr
Maltby turned to the issue of Church
Order. In James’s reign, strong Presbyterianism argued that Presbyterian
Church Order was de jure divino,
whereas Bishop Jewel, earlier, had argued there could be a variety of
Church Orders, so long as there was
‘no popery’. The Conformists ‘turned
up the heat’ by insisting on Episcopacy,
and William Laud taught that greater
reverence should be given to the altar
than to the pulpit.
In conclusion, Dr Maltby returned to
the Directory of 1645. It was a ‘flop’;
not many people bought it; there were
complaints that the quality of worship
had deteriorated; it had put huge demands on the clergy and had highlighted the problem of extempore prayer:
‘you sat there in a state of anxiety because you did not know whether you
could say “Amen” at the end’; the familiarity of set prayers was more enduring. On the other hand, the freedom inherent in the Directory enabled
ministers to produce a whole variety of
services (as did, for instance, Jeremy
Taylor, a Bishop in Ireland after the
Restoration). The vacuum the Directory produced allowed people to write
their own services, inserting all sorts of
proto-Anglo-Catholic elements.

were 16,600 Church weddings, 47,800
funerals, and 1,600 blessings of homes
in a recent year. There are 21,000 full
-time church-workers; 488 parishes;
2,250 full-time parish pastors of whom
38.4% are women.
The Finnish
Church is a ‘high Lutheran Church’;
the Eucharist, called The Mass, is celebrated every Sunday (in every parish).
Attendance at Sunday worship is very
low: between 5% and 3%, but Finnish
spirituality is meditative in character;
it is more about private prayer than
public evangelism. People sit alone in
prayer. Revivalist movements, coming
from German pietism, are strong.
Most clergy and every tenth Finn are
members of one such movement, all of
which are contained within the
Church. Freedom of religion is taken
seriously in Finland.
The Church confesses “the Christian
faith which is based solely on the Bible”, the Word of God, written by
man; a human book, but also divine.
The first Finnish translation was by
Mikael Agrikola in 1548. A modern
version made in 1992 used the translation method called “dynamic equivalence”. Hymns have to be consistent
with the Bible, and only one hymn
book is authorised for Finnish Church
worship.
Dr Rusama turned to the use of the
Bible. In contrast to the Anglican tradition there is no daily morning or
evening prayer in the Finnish Church,
but regular reading of the Bible is the
key to its catechetical role. The present Finnish Catechism, summarising
the central teachings of the faith in
Swedish as well as Finnish, was written
ten years ago and sent to every home
in Finland, to re-educate all the people.
Confirmation classes are attended by
84% of all Finnish 15 year-olds. They
take about 80 hours over half a year,
including seven or eight days in a summer camp and the Bible is used in hundreds of different ways. For instance,
during summer camp a whole Gospel
might be read while walking in the
woods, the Bible being allowed to ex-

plain itself. After summer camp the
confirmation itself is taken by the local
pastor, almost never by a bishop. Afterwards the young person confirmed
can take part independently in the Eucharist.
What happens after confirmation?
There are full-time youth workers
amongst the 21,000 full-time Church
workers, and 30% of those confirmed
continue in Church confirmation preparation until the age of 18. How to
keep them after that? Dr Rusama
listed Bible Study Groups, Bible competitions, Bible drama, pilgrimages, Godly
Play, Church Pedagogics (“I will enter
the church building with all my senses”). Religious Education in schools is
compulsory, and “Manga Messiah” has
been donated to all children aged 12
and 13. There is plenty of interest in
theology. Helsinki University alone has
2,100 theological students, with an annual intake of 300.
In conclusion Dr Rusama stressed the
amount of hard work going into Bible
teaching. Bibles are being introduced
in different forms aimed at different age
groups.
Discussion followed, amongst other
things about the Church Tax system in
Finland and the fact that, despite the
very widespread and deep commitment
to the Christian Church in Finland,
journalists there often appeared to
have a negative even sometimes hostile
attitude towards the Church, as elsewhere in Western Europe.
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THE BIBLE AUTHORISED AND/OR
AUTHORITATIVE
Professor David Catchpole, Sarum College and Exeter University
Everyone was given a full text of his lecture, available on the website.
Professor Catchpole began by pointing
to a contrast between the language of
St Paul and that of Jesus. In the 1611
authorisation of the King James Version
of the Bible, the visual message given by
the image of Aaron shows that there
had been winners and losers in its creation: the Puritans had lost. There was
a verbal message as well in the use of
the terms ‘the Old Testament and the
New’: the Jews would not have been
happy with that terminology, there
being only one place in the Hebrew
Scriptures (Jeremiah 31) which refers
to a New Covenant, and that concerned a coming revolution in the
hearts of the people, which would renew the existing Covenant. But St Paul
spoke of the law being replaced by a
new dispensation. But when Jesus said:
“this cup is the new covenant” he was
inviting his disciples to enter into the
relationship that Jeremiah had prophesied: Jesus was calling the people to be
the people of God, as God intended.
Professor Catchpole’s point was: when
seeking to understand the Bible’s authority, we have to use the historicalcritical method, and this means taking
account of the Bible’s diversity. We
have to make choices. He then referred to a Lutheran World Federation
document of five years ago in which all
but one contributor accepted the historical-critical method. In contrast,
page 3 of the Anglican Roman Catholic
International Commission’s document
on Mary speaks of “an ecclesial and
ecumenical reading”. No use is made
of the historical-critical method. He
had spoken to a member of the ARCIC
group that had produced the document
on Mary, who had said that his colleagues on ARCIC “simply wouldn’t
wear it”.
Professor Catchpole pointed out that
there are features of the outlook of the
historical Jesus that have simply got to
stand (see pages 4 and 5 of his text).
Jesus announced the Kingdom of God
but never said what he meant. In the
words “May your Kingdom come” he
identifies with the hopes of Israel. That

raises the question: How do
you transfer that to the ongoing
life of the Christian community?
There is the question of the
imminence of the coming of
the Kingdom: Jesus is looking
forward to a new era where
he will exercise his rule; Jesus
identifies the phrase “the
people of God” with the Jewish people. In Jesus’ Cleansing of the Temple, Isaiah 56.7
is crucial: the people who
come to the temple will
have attached themselves to
Judaism. Jesus taught within
the framework of the Torah: did he
undermine the authority of Moses?
Scholars now say ‘no’. Did he undermine the authority of the Temple?
Professor Catchpole expects to see
that also denied.
He argues there is continuity and discontinuity between the historical Jesus
and the Christian community. What
he has drawn attention to so far falls
within the discontinuity column.
Within the New Testament itself, Matthew would have argued the opposite.
Matthew represents a very conservative view of Jesus, to be contrasted
with that of Paul. Professor Catchpole
thinks that Matthew and Paul would
not have struck up a strong friendship!
He asks whether Paul is our champion
in showing us the unity of the New
Testament, not least through his formula: ‘in Christ’. He defines everything that characterises the Christian
community through baptism, in a formula (Galatians 3.28) that contains this
phrase: ‘in Christ’. This term should
be ‘the canon within the canon’. But it
does not require any theory of the
Atonement. Professor Catchpole said
there are some theories of the Atonement which are “downright repugnant”. All we need is the statement
that Jesus died, and what matters is
that we belong to the new, resurrection people. Paul wants people to see
themselves this way: participating in
the resurrection of Jesus. Professor
Catchpole added: “we are eavesdrop-

pers on the debate between Paul and
his opponents.”
So there are elements of discontinuity
between Paul’s new resurrection community and the historical Jesus. But
there are elements in the continuity
column as well: Jesus’ inclusivity (antihierarchical); his prophetic concern
with justice; his concern with the big
picture. Jesus aligned himself with the
prophets; “a prophet is not without
honour …”
However, Professor Catchpole argues
that a lot of what Jesus said really fits
within Jesus as a teacher of Wisdom.
When we talk about the authority of
Scripture we are also talking about
Wisdom, along with the Law and the
Prophets. But the earlier Wisdom literature is outside the tradition of the
Law and the Prophets. The later Wisdom literature, Ben Sirach and the
Wisdom of Solomon, talk a lot about
the God who is to be feared: humankind owes its existence to that God,
and ‘the fear of the Lord is the beginning of Wisdom’.
But the Wisdom literature was originally untouched by Torah, or the
prophets. It is international. It is about
helping human beings to be what they
can be, at their best; it is about being
human. In the New Testament we can
see a strong attempt to merge the
Wisdom teaching with legal teaching.
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SØREN KIERKEGAARD’S
COMMUNICATION THEORY AND
PRACTICE :THE INDIRECT SPEECH
The Rev Else Hviid, Pastor, Danish Church in London

Continued from previous page
But you have to see ‘Wisdom-speak’
versus ‘legal-speak’. Within the canon
there is a lot of Law, but there is also
a lot of Wisdom.
At this point Professor Catchpole
takes us back to Matthew, with whom,
he says, we need a conversation. Matthew’s Gospel is dominated by the
Sermon on the Mount. This is a Wisdom text; look at its ending: the person who listens to Jesus is said to be a
wise man; the one who does not, a
foolish man. The Sermon on the
Mount is dominated by six antitheses
(‘You have heard it said…but I
say….’), but it is prefaced by: ‘Think
not that I have come to abolish…’ The
framework provided by this preface
turns the Sermon on the Mount into a
legal document. Take away the framework, and the 6 antitheses can be seen
to have allusions to Wisdom, and belong to Wisdom literature. We must
allow Wisdom to be itself; that is Wisdom, not Law. If you treat the Sermon on the Mount as Wisdom, it
comes to be about human flourishing.
In conclusion, Professor Catchpole
asks: where are we left on questions
of authority? He admits there is no
easy answer. But we must allow the
Bible to be itself; it is not a matter of
control; it is much more a conversation among the Resurrection People.

Pastor Else began by referring to
a conference she attended the
previous week on the future of
the Danish Church, and the
challenges it faces. It looked at
the changing relations between
Church and State: the Church
still baptises, marries and buries
most Danes (that is where the
pastors get to know their people), and there is a Church
Department in Parliament.
This will probably change, as
the new generation of politicians is more concerned with
promoting equality between all
faiths than in maintaining the existing
Church-State relations. She also described how someone had verbally
but very strongly attacked her at the
conference for the way she spoke
about God; she had been very distressed about this, but it had reminded her of something Kierkegaard had
said…
So her question is: how do we speak
about the Bible, and about God?
Kierkegaard’s concern was how we
communicate that about which it is
impossible to speak, about faith, about
the absolute. He looked at society,
and was critical of it, for its loss of any
sense of God, its loss of coherence,
which was making man self-reliant and
lonely. It was becoming more difficult
to communicate faith, because of too
much information. He also criticised
the pastors and the Church: theology
had become pure science. Kierkegaard saw himself as a Christian author, wanting to bring back to people
what they had forgotten about God.
How to do it?
Pastor Else then referred to Kierkegaard’s ‘Fear and Trembling’ (1843),
which he wrote under a pseudonym
‘The Silent Johannes’, telling the story
of Abraham’s sacrifice of Isaac, and of
his longing to accompany the pair to
Mount Moriah, to know what was in
Abraham’s mind and how he kept
faith as he went to sacrifice Isaac, and
to ask how Abraham could become

the father of faith, having been willing
to lose everything? There is a distinction between the external public world,
and the interior world. Abraham as an
exception becomes the model of faith;
the sacrifice of Isaac cannot be justified
ethically; Abraham has placed himself
outside society.
Is it right to say he intended to murder
Isaac, or to ‘sacrifice’ him? What he
has done fills him with distress and
places him outside society and outside
language. So Abraham is silent; he can
never be understood. There is a double movement of faith: the first is simple: to move away from the ordinary;
the second is made possible only by
faith. Faith is capable of turning murder into a holy sacrifice. There is no
way of describing what happens to
Abraham; one has to be silent.
Pastor Else then spoke of another approach of Kierkegaard’s. He had quoted Socrates saying: “My life is too serious to be described by an orator’s art”.
Kierkegaard constantly distinguishes
between communicating knowledge
a n d c o m m u n i c a t i n g ex i s t en c e .
Knowledge can be communicated directly as knowledge; faith cannot be
communicated directly. Religious communication has to be a dialogue. It is
not about transferring knowledge; it is
about communicating what is already in
a person; it has to be brought out; it is
about waking up what is already forgotten. Kierkegaard wants to introduce
his reader or listener to what is already
in him/herself. This is the way of Socrates. Christianity cannot be communicated directly; one has to communicate
by means of what can be brought up
from that which is within a person.
Kierkegaard cannot force anyone to
believe; his purpose is to elicit attention. He writes with only one purpose
in mind: to communicate faith.
Pastor Else then turned to our own
practice. We have to look closely at
the kind of society we are living in, and
with whom we are trying to communicate. We see secularisation at full blast
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is always seen smiling - which leads to
high credibility.

Continued from previous page
(something Kierkegaard had only seen
in embryonic form).
Ours is the ‘Hyper-complex Society’,
multi-cultural, multi-religious; we have
no sense of being one community; we
take part in many, each of which has its
own set of rules. As we move from
one to another, we change values.
Church is one community, one subculture among many.
Ours is the ‘Information Society’, in
which use, misuse, manipulation of information is going on all the time;
therefore you need to trust in words,
but there is no trust in words. Shouting the loudest means we do not trust
our words.
Pastor Else said there was an election
last week in Denmark, in which personality /celebrity was crucial. We know a
lot about our politicians, including lots
about their private lives; what matters
is who makes the most credible impression. The new Prime Minister is a
Social Democrat; she would not have
won had it not been for two very
strong characters, the first of whom
aims at very high credibility; the second

In the Church, you cannot distinguish
the preacher from what he says; if
God is proclaimed by an unreliable
preacher, God won’t be believed.
Luther was also very aware of this: the
preacher had to know the message
and have a good voice. Reading the
Bible should be like reading a letter
from a loved one. Who is our listener? We meet very different kinds of
people: the regulars, the visitors, tourists, all kinds of people having difficulty
integrating what they hear in church
with their own lives. Everyone has to
move around between communities;
everyone is talking about values; every
community has to set out its own values. For today’s listener, there are
many truths, which are always changing. A major task is to help people
develop their own personalities and
their own lives.
Modern man is
searching for meaning: those who have
answers have the largest congregations.
So, how are we to preach? Kierkegaard only preached occasionally, but
he was an inspiration. First, he always
began by approaching ‘the listener’;

you must start there. Second, a sermon
has to be an open, proper conversation. The truth is not given in advance.
The preacher has to be ready to be
moved him/herself. We are very often
focussed on interpretation, and how to
understand the text; we are afraid to
leave anything to the listener. Jesus
had great confidence in his listeners.
Only once did he ask them whether
they understood. We have to use all
sorts of ways of speaking, poetry, etc.,
always opening up, not closing down.
There was a lively discussion, about
how society was changing from having
God in the centre, via man in the centre, to having many centres; about
Kierkegaard - contrast Grundtvig being a critic of the Church; about the
Abraham/Isaac story being as much
about sin as about faith; about Bonhoeffer’s cost of discipleship and the
cost to Abraham; about the importance
of the preacher sharing his own faith;
about the challenge of preaching to
people who understand nothing of the
faith; finally, echoing Pastor Else on
Kierkegaard on the creation of faith,
mention was made of the little girl of 2
or 3 looking at her new born baby
brother and saying to him: “tell me
about God – I’m forgetting ...”

BISHOP JANA’S SERMON IN SALISBURY CATHEDRAL
St Matthew’s Gospel, chapter 20, verses 1-16
Grace to you and peace from God our
Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.
The Lutheran World Federation held
an event last week, rather grandly titled
A Consultation on Biblical Hermeneutics –
really a conference on how to interpret
the Bible in our various contexts, as
Lutherans, in the 21st century. It was
interesting, stimulating, challenging,
argumentative at times, but never boring or dry. The consultation took place
in Nairobi, in Kenya; and there was
about a 45 minute drive from Jomo
Kenyatta Airport to the place where
we were meeting. On the way, we
passed through an industrial area, very
close to the slum called Sinai, where
over 120 people died last week in a
fire. There were low rise factories,
workshops,
trading
posts
and
‘godowns’. Amongst these buildings, on
scrubby wasteland littered with rubbish, there were a number of shacks:

actually, even to call them that is too
dignified. There were poles, or tree
branches, or buckets, with sheets of
plastic draped over them, providing
only minimal protection from sun, rain
and the mud that was all around. The
taxi driver said that these were street
boys, who were living there; and in
the open spaces, there were groups of
these boys and men, gathered together. The driver said that they were
hoping for work – casual labour washing cars or anything else that might
come along: something like a Nairobi
job centre, but less pleasant, and less
hopeful. It’s a terribly precarious life,
woven through with danger, hunger,
anxiety and hopelessness.
This is the picture that we are presented with in today’s Gospel, in many
senses: the workers hired for work in
the vineyard are casual labourers, who
stand around in the market place from

dawn, hoping that someone will come
and give them work – any work – so
that they can hope to feed themselves
and their families. They would be paid
daily, so each new day would involve
another anxious wait in the early
morning, perhaps extending to noon –
or even, for the unlucky, the weak, the
older men, all those less able to carry
out a day’s labouring, to late afternoon,
waiting patiently, desperately, hopefully
for a little work, a few coins, a loaf of
bread in lieu.
But into this picture, this commonplace
situation of 1st century Palestine, or
21st century Africa, the grace of God
breaks in. When, at the end of the day,
all the workers gather to receive their
well-earned wages, it turns out that
they are not being paid an hourly rate,
or apparently even in any way that is
fair. From the perspective of labour
relations or employment law, the own-
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er of the vineyard is behaving in a way
that is deeply unfair, and one that
would today guarantee an instant wildcat strike. How can you pay everyone
the same, whether they work for one
hour or eight? Surely, any employer
who went on doing that for any length
of time would end up with a lazy and
uncooperative work force.
But this vineyard owner is God, and the
field is the very kingdom of heaven, and
things work differently there. In God’s
economy, we cannot earn our way into
heaven; the strong and the clever, the
young and the able-bodied have no
advantage over the weak, the old and
the broken of limb and heart. It is not
the amount of work that we do, nor
the status we occupy, that makes us
recipients of God’s generosity, but his
abundant grace, which overflows towards all of us. And, to look at it another way, the reward of being with
Christ that Paul talks about in the letter
to the Ephesians is offered to all: the
mission we have during our lives will
differ, and some of us will indeed have
to bear the burden of the day, and heat
of the scorching sun, while less is asked

This rebuke reminds us that the story,
not just this parable but the whole of
the great salvation story, is not about
what we do, but about what God does
out of sheer grace. At the same time,
God’s grace and generosity towards us
demands of us that we show the same
generosity of spirit towards others;
when the wages we receive – eternal,
unfading, the joy of Christ’s presence
without end – are so profoundly and
divinely beautiful, why would we want
to be miserly about sharing that joy?
We never need fear that God’s grace
and love will not be enough to go
around. Great indeed is the LORD and
greatly to be praised!

times about the reluctance of rulers –
both of church and state – to allow
people access to the Bible unmediated
by clergy or theologians. The fear was
that actually reading what the Bible says
would encourage the masses to sedition and unrest. And you can see that
passages like today’s Gospel, which
undermines normal economic principles, might indeed unsettle working
people. Of course, this does not meant
that the text is an industrial relations
manual (try selling the principle of unmerited wages to trade union leaders
or managers!). But today’s Gospel is
subversive, for it subverts the profit
motive, the idea of earning salvation, of
working to gain God’s approval and
love, the concept of demanding what is
ours by right. Instead of saying “What’s
in it for me?” Jesus teaches us to say
“What’s in it for my neighbour?” Instead of envy and jealousy, he calls for
grace and generosity. In the lovely
words of the hymn we sang today, he
calls us not to be “by powers and systems close confined” but to “seek hope
for humankind.”

During our ALS Conference, which
has been meeting at Sarum College
since Friday, we have heard several

And we come today, “with all our
heart and mind, his call to hear, his love
to find.” Amen.

of others. And the wages, the reward
is the same for all. But God’s response to those who claim a greater
share of the reward, maybe a more
prominent role in the Kingdom – a
seat at Christ’s right hand, like James
and John – is, “Am I not allowed to do
what I choose with what belongs to
me? Or are you envious because I am
generous?'”

SERMON ON PSALM 119 VERSE 130
Preached at the closing Eucharist by the Rt Rev Juergen Johannesdotter (Lutheran President of the Society)
"Thy word is revealed, and all is light; it
gives understanding even to the untaught."
(Authorized Version)
"The unfolding of your words gives
light; even to the untaught."
(New International Version)
"Wenn dein Wort offenbar wird, so
erfreut es und macht klug die Unverstindigen."
(Luther Revised 1984)
Dear friends,
We have gone a long way during these
days listening to some valuable experts
and their contributions and discussing
it in public and in personal conversations during the social parts of our
gathering. "The word preached - the
word read" - in many different ways; as
diverse as Christians usually are, and
not only Germans, of whom Honoré

de Balzac once said: "On the ground of
each problem there is a German."
No, we did not only (sorry, I did not
find any English word for this maybe
rather exclusive German expression)
"problematisieren" the word preached
and the word read; we also gathered
around word and sacrament with
prayers and hymns, both in magnificent
cathedrals and the chapel in Sarum
College. Thank you so much, all of you
who contributed to make this possible
in preparation and carrying out.
And now: "Thy word is revealed, and
all is light; it gives understanding even
to the untaught."
A collect used on the Second Sunday
in Advent says: "Blessed Lord, who
hast caused all holy scriptures to be
written for our learning: grant that we
may in such wise hear them, read,
mark, learn, and inwardly digest them,

that by patience and comfort of thy
holy word we may embrace, and ever
hold fast, the blessed hope of everlasting life which thou hast given us in our
Saviour Jesus Christ."
Protestants are said to be people of
one book, the Bible. When I was a foreign student in Boston during the early
Sixties, the Baptist Church in Boston
had as its motto: "Preaching from the
Book that the Pilgrims Brought." Oaths
continued to be administered upon it,
cornerstones and arches bear inscriptions from it, its stories and allusions
form the common vocabulary of the
Western intellectual and aesthetic experience. These things cannot be denied; the book is very much with us and
is an integral part even of our secular
world. That the Bible has a cultural and
aesthetic influence in the world is quite
evident and well attested, but what has
the Bible to do with the believer, the
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church, the community of the faithful
who, represented by such as ourselves,
are bade "read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest" what is read from these
books?
Growing up in the church where they
preached from the Book the Pilgrims
brought, the answer seems very clear.
In most of our churches there is a
large central pulpit, behind which the
minister stands and expounds the
word of God. As a confirmand I was
expected to learn large portions of the
Bible, Luther's Small Catechism, and
the Hymn Book (135 hymns). The pastor who confirmed me had a dogeared Bible which fit his left hand like a
glove and appeared to open itself to
the relevant passages. I got to know
many of the inhabitants of this book.
As the compass was to the wandering
Boy Scout, and the evening star to the
pilot at sea, so was the Bible an infallible guide to the wandering Christian:
"read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest." And a hymn we had to learn
was:
Herr, dein Wort, die edle Gabe,
diesen Schatz erhalte mir,
Denn ich zieh es aller Habe
und dem grossten Reichtum für.
Wenn dein Wort nicht mehr soll
gelten,
worauf soll der Glaube ruhn?
Mir ist nicht um tausend Welten,
aber um dein Wort zu tun.
After confirmation I put many things
away from what I had learned. What
had the Bible to do with many questions that were essential to me and
others at that time? What had the Bible to do with the atom bomb, with
the war in Vietnam? The Bible has always had its staunch defenders, men
and women, who have risen in its service against all the odds of the secular
world. I am reminded of the story of
the minister and the local agnostic who
were arguing about the validity of
scripture. The agnostic said to the minister: "Well, Pastor, how can you read
this book and preach from it every
Sunday of your life? It is filled with utter nonsense." And the reply was:
"Nonsense or not, it is the word of
God."
Travelling in the 20th century with the
Bible as map and compass was like
taking a road journey with a 2000 year

old atlas: interesting to read but hardly likely to get you to where you
wanted to go. It was the century of
two world wars and many others.
What was supposed to be the
"Century of the Church" turned out
to be the "Century of Martyrs".
Against these experiences our biblical
text says: "The word is revealed, and
all is light: it gives understanding even
to the untaught", and in the equally
rhapsodic earlier verses of Psalm 119:
"Thy word is a lamp unto my feet and
a light on my path … Thy instruction
is my everlasting inheritance; it is the
joy of my heart. I am resolved to fulfil
thy statutes; they are a reward that
never fails."
And in the book of Romans, we are
reminded: "For everything that was
written in the past was written to
teach us so that through endurance
and the encouragement of the Scriptures we might have hope." By this I
believe St Paul and others want to
remind us that the scriptures are a
means to God's sublime end of redemption, a means that we cannot
afford to ignore, but a means nevertheless. Contrary to popular opinion,
the Bible never was meant to be an
object of worship. What is holy about
this book that we call holy is that it
directs, by precept and example, the
mind and spirit toward the mind and
spirit of God. In other words, one's
devotion begins when one closes the
Bible. The faith becomes the lively
word when it becomes rooted in the
hearts and lives of the believers, and
by such means secures us in the hope
that the promises made and the guidance offered are trustworthy and true.
Now what does all this say to the
vexing problems of the modern age of
biblical criticism, where some of the
faithful feel it necessary to defend the
Bible from the hands of the literary
and textual critics. Others whose lives
are a light in our times believe that to
apply secular canons of criticism to
the Bible is to reduce its stature.
I think it is important to note that the
scriptures have never been unexamined. Rabbinic scholarship for centuries has been based on the principle
of interpretation. What does it mean
and how came it to be so? If the scriptures were always self-evident, and
without need of interpretation and

understanding, teachers such as Jesus
and Moses and Hillel would not have
been necessary. St Augustine and the
fathers of the Western church spent
long hours and countless volumes trying to make clear the levels of scriptural meaning, and they, living closer in
time to the formation of the sacred
canon, would have recoiled at the notion and term of "fundamentalism".
Their sense of the scriptures as lively
and organic, and the agency of God's
spirit and our understanding was far
more sophisticated than many of our
contemporary opponents of biblical
criticism, and they were able to do
what they did with the scriptures because what they had is what many of us
have lost, a context of the faithful community within which to work, the
Church, and a firm belief that the Holy
Spirit is the means by which our understanding is enlarged and enlightened.
The Bible was for those teachers not
an isolated set of yellow pages cataloguing God's will and our necessity. It
was one of the means by which God
had chosen to reveal through human
instruments and examples his will for
the world, and it was no more or less
infallible than the life of which it was
composed and toward which it was
directed. It was the record of an all 
too - human people seeking, finding,
losing and being found by God.
The Bible spoke, and speaks, not the
last word but the lively word by which
we would be kept in remembrance of
the things that were, and in hope of the
things that are yet to come. Because it
is not intended to be a substitute for
science or history or even religion, it
can neither be made nor destroyed by
these agencies for it is at the same time
both less and more than all of these.
The Bible then is the Church's book; it
records in its pages the mystery of
God's continuous incarnation through
the prophets, the judges, the kings and,
indeed, is the supreme example of his
coming to us in the advent of Jesus
Christ. As we read in the letter to the
Hebrews: "God, who at sundry times
and in diverse manners spoke in times
past unto our fathers by the prophets
has in these last days spoken unto us
by his Son."
Through this book we hear the history
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beyond history of our people who have travelled before us the road upon which
we now find ourselves. But
by that book we are not
called to lead our lives as
pale imitations, trying to
reproduce in our times the
circumstances and characters of third century Bible
land. If that book speaks to
us with the same power
that spoke to our fathers
and mothers and to those
whose lives are recorded in
it, then we are led by that
same spirit that says that we
too must live our lives in
the fearful and faithful
search for the will of God
who made us and the love
of Jesus Christ who saved
us. With the Bible, then, our
Sarum College Chapel where Lutheran Morning and Evening Prayers were beautifully led by
work is not done but is just
the Rev Jochen Dallas, our chaplain, and other members of the conference.
beginning, for in its penetrating light we must now live our lives substitute for belief. What is written is tures, might have hope."
even as our ancestors lived theirs.
indeed written for our learning, but as
we are reminded by St Paul, " … writ- God bless all of you and renew this
The Bible is the beginning of belief, but ten for our learning that we, through hope in you and your parishes and your
for the Christian it must never be a the patience and comfort of the scrip- churches every day. Amen.

CATHEDRAL WORKSHOP SERMONS
During the conference we were invited to visit Salisbury Cathedral’s stone yard and glass works. The craftsmen who explained it all to us presented us with some wonderful sermon illustrations.
“People think that something made of stone will last for ever,” the stonemason remarked as he pointed to all the pieces of
stone lying in his yard. “But stone is not something that is there for eternity. It is a natural product that rots and breaks
down. The biggest enemy of stone is time and because it’s natural there’s no telling how long it will last. When you get up
onto the building there may be an original piece that’s been there 750 years while next to it is a piece that’s been replaced
four or five times.” That describes most
congregations! There are the stalwarts
who seems to go on for ever while others
come and go and their place is taken by
others. People, the ‘living stones’, need
more care than the stones in the building.
“Much of the stained glass you see in the
cathedral was not originally intended for
this building,” a stained glass artist told us.
“It has been gathered from large houses
and churches down the years to beautify
the cathedral.”

The wonderful font standing in the heart of the nave of Salisbury Cathedral,
its mirror-like surface reflecting one of the south side stained glass windows

You couldn’t ask for a better illustration of
how ecumenism can enrich our churches
and congregations. Traditions, music, lyrics, rituals, customs and theological insights
garnered from all kinds of Christian traditions and used to beautify our own worship and illuminate our experience of God
and his power and purposes.
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A GOOD FOLLOW-UP TO THE
SALISBURY CONFERENCE
Dr Roy Long, our Society’s secretary, recommends Dorothea Wendebourg (ed.)
Sister Reformations/Schwesterreformationen, Tübingen, Mohr Siebeck, 2010.
ISBN: 978-3-16-150596-6.
This year’s Anglican-Lutheran Society International Conference, held at Sarum College last month, highlighted some of the similarities and differences
between the church reformations in England and on the continent, and its
title, “The Word Read - The Word Preached”, focused on the different
approaches to the Bible within early Anglicanism and early Lutheranism.
One of the papers presented at the conference was that of Dr Dorothea
Wendebourg of the Theological Faculty of the Humboldt University in Berlin, in which she looked at different aspects of Luther’s translation of the
Bible. Dr Wendebourg is an acknowledged expert in the field of Reformation Studies, and it is she who has edited this recently published book,
which brings together twelve papers originally delivered at a symposium
held in Berlin in between September 23-26, 2009, to celebrate the 450th
anniversary of the “Elizabethan Settlement”.
The twelve essays cover a wide range of topics. One by Carl R. Trueman
(Westminster Theological Seminary, Philadelphia) entitled “Early English
Evangelicals: Three Examples” looks at the different contributions of William Tyndale, John Frith, and Robert Barnes to the reformation in England.
Of particular interest to Lutherans in Britain are two papers, one by Dr
Wendebourg herself on “The German Reformers and England” and one by
Professor Alec Ryrie (Department of Theology and Religion, University of
Durham) entitled “The Afterlife of Lutheran England”. Of great importance
to the cause of contemporary Anglican-Lutheran understanding is the contribution of Dr Martin Davie (Council for Christian Unity, Central Secretariat of the Archbishops’ Council of the Church of England), “The Augsburg
Confession and the Thirty-nine Articles”. While acknowledging that these
two documents share “… a strong family likeness … based on the fact that
they share a common parentage in the theological concerns of the mainstream Protestant Reformation …” and that this “… results in a basic theological agreement between them”, Dr Davie points out that they are, nevertheless, documents which are independent of each other. His excellent
paper goes on to discuss their historical origins, the extent of the influence
of the Augsburg Confession on the Thirty Nine Articles, the differences in literary style between the two, the similarities and differences in content, and
what he maintains are their basic theological similarities.
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